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Abstract: The standard argument for the validity of Einstein’s equivalence principle in a non-
relativistic quantum context involves the application of a mass superselection rule. It is surprising that
the consistency between such an important principle and quantum mechanics depends crucially on
the imposition of a non-fundamental restriction. The objective of this work is show that, contrary to
what the standard account holds, the compatibility between the principle of equivalence and quantum
mechanics does not depend on the introduction of such a superselection rule. For this purpose, we
consider the extended Galileo group, in which mass is treated as an operator, and show that within
this scheme superpositions of different masses behave as they should in order to obey the equivalence
principle.
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1 Introduction
Recent years have seen a bit of a controversy around the issue of weather quantum mechanics satisfies
or not the equivalence principle of gravitational physics. As a result, the corresponding literature
contains almost as many articles that expose inconsistencies (e.g [1, 3, 2]) as those that establish
compatibility (e.g. [16, 21, 8]). The culprit for the confusion, however, is in the complicated nature of
the equivalence principle: it turns out that, regardless of the central role it played in the construction
of general relativity, a canonical formulation of the principle is lacking. In consequence, the literature
contains a long list of statements of the principle logically and empirically inequivalent. Furthermore,
it is found that while some versions of the principle are valid in a quantum context, others aren’t
[20]. Therefore, in order to resolve the controversy, it is necessary to distinguish, among the different
versions of the principle, the two (distinct) sets of ideas traditionally associated with the equivalence
principle: the universality of free fall and the equivalence between accelerated frames of reference and
homogeneous gravitational fields. Moreover, it is crucial to recognize that these two notions are in
fact inequivalent and that they lead to different conclusions with respect to their status in quantum
mechanics [20]. Let’s start by reviewing the analysis of the status of the universality of free fall for
quantum systems.
The universality of free fall, historically associated with the figure of Galileo, asserts that
(UFF) All test bodies fall in a gravitational field with the same acceleration, regardless
of their mass or internal composition.
What is the status, then, of such a principle in a quantum regime? The situation, perhaps surprisingly,
happens to be complicated. The first sign for concern arises from difficulties in interpreting the
principle in a quantum context. That is because notions like “free fall” or “test body” do not translate
easily into a quantum language. What is worse, even if that could be accomplished, the true problem
lies in the fact that quantum objects do not satisfy even the essence of UFF because their behaviour
in external gravitational fields is mass dependent, (this shouldn’t be that surprising after recognising
that the behaviour of even free quantum particles is mass dependent). Therefore, if the equivalence
principle is understood as UFF, it isn’t satisfied in a quantum context. What are we to make of this?
Is it a sign of some profound incompatibility between the quantum and the gravitational? We believe
not because, strictly speaking, the UFF is not satisfied even in general relativity. This can be seen
by noting that the geodesic principle, which enforces the principle in such context, is only rigorously
valid for point-like, structureless particles (see [20]).
The second set of ideas associated with the equivalence principle that we must consider is that
conceived by Einstein with regard to the equivalence between accelerated frames and gravitational
fields. A formal statement of this version of the principle is the following:
(Einstein’s EP) A state of rest in a homogeneous gravitational field is physically indis-
tinguishable from a state of uniform acceleration in a gravity-free space.1
Is Einstein’s EP valid in quantum contexts? The short answer is that it is. The standard way of proving
it is by showing that if Schro¨dinger’s equation for a free particle is expressed in an accelerated frame of
reference, it gets transformed into Schro¨dinger’s equation for a particle in a homogeneous gravitational
field. Therefore, the quantum description for a free particle, as seen from an accelerated reference
frame, is indistinguishable from the description of a quantum particle in an external homogeneous
gravitational field - as Einstein’s EP demands. There is, however, an important element of this
reasoning that deserves our attention. It so happens that in order to express the equation of the free
particle, as seen from the accelerated frame, as the equation of a particle in a gravitational field, the
original wavefunction must be multiplied a phase. Furthermore, it turns out that such phase is mass
1Of course, Einstein’s EP also isn’t generally valid in general relativity because it only contemplates homogeneous
gravitational fields. There are however standard ways of extending it to arbitrary gravitational settings (see for example
versions EP3 and EP4 in [20]).
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dependent. Therefore, if we consider superpositions of states with different masses, Einstein’s EP
seems to be in trouble. The standard way out of this difficulty proceeds by recalling the existence of
Bargmann’s superselection rule (SSR) which forbids superpositions of states with different masses. The
objective of this work, however, is to show that imposing such restriction is not the only alternative:
that Einstein’s EP can be rescued without the need of imposing Bargmann’s SSR.
The rest of this letter is organized as follows: in section 2 we review the standard proof for the
validity of Einstein’s equivalence principle in non-relativistic quantum mechanics (NRQM) and sketch
the argument giving rise to Bargmann’s SSR. In section 3 we briefly describe the extended Galileo
group, in which the mass can be naturally treated as an operator, and show that within this scheme,
Bargmann’s SSR is not necessary to secure the validity of Einstein’s EP. The price to pay for this,
however, is the need to introduce an extra coordinate. In section 4 we conclude with a summary and
discussion.
2 Einstein’s equivalence principle in non-relativistic quantum
mechanics
It is a well known fact that the Schro¨dinger equation is covariant under Galilean transformations. To
show this, consider the Schro¨dinger equation for a free particle of mass m,
i~∂tΨ(x, t) = −
~
2
2m
∇2Ψ(x, t), (1)
and perform a Galilean transformation given by
x′ = x+ v t, t′ = t, (2)
such that
∇′ = ∇, ∂t = ∂t′ + v · ∇
′, (3)
where v is a constant vector (i.e., a vector with constant components in Cartesian coordinates). Then,
in the boosted frame associated with v, Eq.(1) takes the form
i~∂t′Ψ
′(x′, t′) = −
~
2
2m
∇′2Ψ′(x′, t′), (4)
provided that
Ψ = e−
im
~
fv(x
′,t′)Ψ′, fv(x
′, t′) = v · x ′ +
1
2
v 2t′. (5)
Since the two wavefunctions Ψ and Ψ′ are related by a phase, they represent the same ray in Hilbert
space. Therefore, it seems reasonable to claim that a free quantum particle is described by all inertial
observers (in the Galilean sense) by the same Schro¨dinger equation.
Similarly, by considering an accelerating observer whose coordinates (x˜, t˜) are related to those of
an inertial observer (x, t) through the coordinate transformation
x˜ = x−
1
2
g t2, t˜ = t, (6)
where g is a constant uniform vector, it is not difficult to see that in an accelerated frame the
Schro¨dinger equation for the free particle can be rewritten as
i~∂t˜Ψ˜(x˜, t˜) = −
~
2
2m
∇˜2Ψ˜(x˜, t˜) +mg · x˜Ψ˜ (7)
with
Ψ = e−
im
~
f˜g(x˜,t˜)Ψ˜, f˜g(x˜, t˜) = −gt˜ · x˜+
1
6
g2 t˜3. (8)
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Again, since the two wavefunctions are related by a phase, it can be argued that the quantum de-
scription for a free particle, as seen from an accelerated reference frame, is indistinguishable from the
description of a quantum particle in an external homogeneous gravitational field. This is usually taken
as a confirmation of the validity of Einstein’s EP in quantum theory [14, 20]. Notice, however, that
the phase relating the wavefunctions for accelerated and inertial observers depends on the particle’s
mass. Therefore, one may be tempted to conclude that, for a superposition of states with different
masses, the equivalence principle would be violated. Moreover, since the phase in (5), relating the
wavefunctions of inertial observers, depends on the mass as well, it could be argued that the de-
scription of superposition states with different masses is inequivalent even for inertial observers. The
usual procedure to avoid these complications consists in invoking Bargmann’s SSR, which forbids the
existence of superpositions of states with different masses in NRQM.
The argument giving rise to Bargmann’s SSR goes as follows [4]: consider the composed transfor-
mation of
i. a spacial translation: Ta(x, t) = (x+ a, t),
ii. a pure Galilean boost: Bv(x, t) = (x+ vt, t),
iii. a spacial translation: T−a(x, t) = (x− a, t),
iv. a pure Galilean boost: B−v(x, t) = (x− vt, t).
When acting on the coordinates of spacetime, such a transformation is equivalent to the identity:
B−vT−aBvTa(x, t) = (x, t). However, when applied to the wavefunction describing the state of a
particle with mass m, ψm, such a composed transformation yields
2
U(B−vT−aBvTa)ψm = e
im
~
a·vψm. (9)
The presence of the phase in the r.h.s. of the previous expression is a consequence of the fact that
the wavefunctions are transformed as in expression (5) under pure Galilean transformations, (such
phase, by the way, can be related to the proper time difference between the corresponding observers
[14, 18, 17]). Thus, when applied to a superposition of states with different masses such as
Ψ(x, t) = ψm1(x, t) + ψm2(x, t), (10)
Bargmann’s transformation gives rise to the state
Ψ′(x, t) = eim1v·aψm1(x, t) + e
im2v·aψm2(x, t). (11)
Given, on the other hand, that the transformation performed on the coordinates of spacetime is equal
to the identity, Ψ′ should describe the same ray in the Hilbert space as Ψ does, which is the case only
if the restriction m1 = m2 is imposed. Doing so gives rise to Bargmann’s SSR.
Now, going back to Einstein’s EP, we see that it is only through the imposition of Bargmann’s SSR
that its validity in NRQM is secured. This manoeuvre, however, might leave a sense of dissatisfaction.
How could it be that the equivalence principle, a cardinal tenet of modern physics, turns out to depend
on a seemingly contingent rule? A rule which can only be considered as approximate since it lacks a
relativistic counterpart (see [10])? Moreover, the imposition of the SSR itself is questionable because,
as Giulini points out in [11], the mass, as handled in NRQM, cannot satisfy a superselection rule
- in order to do so it must be treated dynamically, and not as a parameter. That is because the
Schro¨dinger equation is unable to account for the evolution of a superposition of masses: what mass
would appear in the corresponding equation? Therefore, Bargmann’s SSR imposes a restriction on
2By U(B
−vT−aBvTa) we denote the representation of the transformation B−vT−aBvTa in the Hilbert space of the
corresponding quantum particle [19, 10].
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the kinematic level for states that, on the dynamical one, we wouldn’t know how to handle anyway
in standard NRQM.
As it is well known, the origin for the fact that superpositions of different masses cannot be
handled properly within NRQM is that the Schro¨dinger operator fails to be invariant under a Galilean
transformation, being instead only up-to-a-phase invariant [14, 17]. The appearance of this phase is
further related to the fact that the Galileo group does not posses a unitary representation in the
Hilbert space of NRQM, only a projective one, and, as it turns out, that the Galileo group cannot be
represented faithfully in the mentioned Hilbert space. It is also known that a natural generalization of
the Schro¨dinger equation, capable of describing the evolution of superposition of states with different
masses, can be constructed. The generalization is produced by promoting the mass to an operator,
and by plugging it into the Schro¨dinger equation in a consistent manner (see e.g. [12, 13, 17]). The
next section presents the details.
3 Mass operator: Galileo group extension
The natural mathematical setting for describing the superposition of states with different masses in
NRQM is the central-extension of the Galileo algebra, which contains the mass as a generator (see
e.g. [19, 10]). The only commutation relation among the generators that gets modified with respect
to the Galileo algebra is [Ci, Pj ] = i~δijM , where Pi and Ci are the i-th components of the spacial
translations and pure boosts generators, respectively (Latin indices run from 1 to 3). Note that in the
Poincare´ algebra, the commutator between the boost generators K and spatial translations P is given
by [Ki, Pj ] = i~Hδij/c
2, which reduces precisely to the corresponding expression for the extended
Galileo algebra to leading order in the non-relativistic limit.
In contrast with the Galileo group, the extended one can in fact be represented unitarily in the
Hilbert space. Furthermore, in terms of it, the composed transformation considered in Bargmann’s
SSR, B−vT−aBvTa ≡ Pa·v, represents a physical transformation generated by M :
U˜(Pa·v) = e
i
~
a·vM . (12)
By comparing with the relativistic case, we can conclude that in such context the mass can be inter-
preted as the generator of proper time translations. To see this, let us write the relativistic version of
the transformation considered by Bargmann with the help of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula,
up to O(1/c2)
e−iv·K/~e−ia·P/~eiv·K/~eia·P/~ = eiHv·a/~c
2
ei(v·a)(v·P)/2~c
2
. (13)
Accordingly, under the above transformation, the coordinates of the event (x, t) are given by
(x′, t′) =
(
x+
(v · a)v
2c2
, t+
v · a
c2
)
, (14)
up toO(1/c2), which corresponds to the standard action of the Poincare´ group on Minkowski spacetime
coordinates. Therefore, in a relativistic setting, Bargmann’s transformation does produce a physical
transformation on spacetime. When the transformation (13) is restricted to act on non-relativistic
quantum states (such that |PΨ| ≪ |McΨ|), the r.h.s. of expression (13) reduces precisely to expression
(12).
As we saw above, in the case of the Galileo group Bargmann’s transformation represents the
identity, (it does produce, however, a transformation when acting on wavefunctions, giving rise to
Bargmann’s argument). In the extended Galileo case, in contrast, it corresponds to a non-trivial
transformation. It would be desirable, then, to represent its action on Newtonian spacetime in a non-
trivial way as well. Traditionally, however, the action of the extended Galileo group on Newtonian
spacetime coordinates is retained just as that of the Galileo group [19, 10], which means that the
mass acts on it trivially (and so Bargamann’s transformation does not transform the coordinates).
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Therefore, if one wants to represent such action non-trivialy, it is necessary to modify it. The most
straightforward way to do this, in a way consistent with its action on Hilbert space (mimicking the
action of Poincare´ group on Minkowski spacetime), is by introducing an extra spacetime coordinate
s (see e.g. [17]). One might of course wonder what is the meaning of this extra coordinate. Is it
necessary to interpret it realistically, as an extra coordinate of spacetime? Although we know from
the above discussion that s is related to proper time in the relativistic theory, the point of view taken
here gives a negative answer to the above question. The idea is that within NRQM s is just an extra
coordinate (possibly an intrinsic one) and that it must be seen just as a mathematical artifice of
working in the non-relativistic regime.3 Therefore, if one wants to handle states with unsharp values
of mass in NRQM, one can do so. However, the price to pay is to work with an extra coordinate.
The mass operator can thus be represented by M = i~∂s when acting on wavefunctions Ψ(x, t, s).
This implies that the Schro¨dinger equation takes the form
i~∂tΨ =
(
i~c2∂s −
~
2i
∂−1s ∇
2 + V (x, t, s)
)
Ψ. (15)
Formally ∂−1s can be defined when applied to a general function as ∂
−1
s Ψ(s) = −i~
∫
m−1eims/~ψmdm,
where ψm is Ψ(s)’s Fourier transform. For a general function, the latter integral does not need to
converge. We shall restrict ourselves to states for which the latter integral converges. For mass
eigenstates and s-independent potentials the previous equation reduces to the standard Schro¨dinger
equation.
The extra coordinate s transforms under Galileo transformations as
s′ = s− v · x−
1
2
v2t. (16)
The previous expression, together with the usual Galileo transformations (2), imply
∂t = ∂t′ + v · ∇
′ +
v2
2
∂s′ ,
∇ = ∇′ + v∂s′ , (17)
∂s = ∂s′ .
Accordingly, assuming that Ψ(x, t, s) satisfies the generalized Schro¨dinger equation (15) in the inertial
reference frame with coordinates (x, t, s), then Ψ′(x′, t′, s′) = Ψ(x, t, s) satisfies the same Schro¨dinger
equation in the primed inertial reference frame with coordinates (x′, t′, s′) given by (2) and (16).
Therefore, in this framework there is no need for Bargmann’s superselection rule, and nothing prevents
us from consistently describing superposition of states with different masses.
Furthermore, when a transformation to a uniformly accelerating frame is considered, s transforms
as4
s′ = s− gt · x+
1
3
g2t3, (18)
with g constant, and, correspondingly, relations (17) generalize to
∂t = ∂t′ − gt · ∇
′ +
(
−g · x+ g2t2
)
∂s′ ,
∇ = ∇′ − gt ∂s′ , (19)
∂s = ∂s′ .
3The main objective of the present work is to develop the formalism required to handle, within NRQM, superpositions
of states with different masses. Elucidation of important interpretational issues will be, for the time being, postponed. In
particular, it would be desirable to understand what property of the system does the extra parameter s track (remember
that in a relativistic context it is related to proper time) and whether or not two states localized at equal (x, y, z), but
different s, interfere.
4That the transformation (18) is the appropriate one relating the coordinates of an accelerating observer to those of
an inertial observer can be seen by taking the corresponding limit of the relativistic case (see [15]).
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Therefore, if in an inertial reference frame, with coordinates (x, t, s) and V = 0, Ψ(x, t, s) satisfies the
Schro¨dinger equation (15), in an accelerating frame, with coordinates (x′, t′, s′) given by relations (6)
and (18), Ψ′(x′, t′, s′) satisfies
i~∂′tΨ
′ =
(
Mc2 −
~
2
2
M−1∇′2 +Mg · x′
)
Ψ′. (20)
The previous equation describes a quantum particle in a constant uniform gravitational field, in full
agreement with Einstein’s equivalence principle.
4 Discussion
The equivalence principle of gravitational physics, which played a pivotal role in the construction of
general relativity, constitutes an essential component in the modern structure of classical physics. It
is then wonderful news to learn that it is compatible with quantum physics – in particular if one
is interested in the construction of a quantum theory of gravity. It is however distressing that the
consistency between the equivalence principle and quantum mechanics seems to depend crucially on
the imposition of a non-fundamental superselection rule. The goal of this letter has been to show
that this is not the case: that the compatibility between the principle of equivalence and quantum
mechanics does not require the introduction of Bargmann’s SSR.
In particular, we have shown that by considering the extended Galileo group, in which mass is
treated as an operator, it is possible to consistently handle superpositions of different masses within
NRQM. Moreover, we have shown that in such setting, the wavefunction of a superposition of different
masses transforms as it should in order to comply with Einstein’s EP. The price to pay, however, is
the need to introduce an extra coordinate. Although this extra coordinate, relativistically speaking,
can be interpreted as proper time (to leading order), the viewpoint adopted here is that in NRQM it
can be treated purely at a formal-mathematical level. Therefore, it isn’t necessary to interpret it as an
extra spacetime coordinate. Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the fact that the Galileo group
does not posses a unitary representation in NRQM (and that in order to achieve one it is necessary
to introduce the extended Galileo group) could have been used, in an hypothetical scenario in which
Special Relativity hadn’t been discovered, as a clue for the construction of Minkowski spacetime. The
point is that the formalism would have suggested that the Galilean transformations (2) aren’t the
complete story, and that they need to be complemented by a new relation that goes like the temporal
sector of equation (14) to order O(1/c2), (similar evidence emerges while applying a stabilization
procedure to the Galileo Lie algebra (see [9])).
Before concluding, it is important to mention that, at the end of the day, the conformity between
quantum mechanics and Einstein’s EP, is to be decided solely through experiments (and not through
theoretical calculations). The truly non-trivial result, then, is not that the Schro¨dinger equation trans-
forms as it should but that in NRQM the gravitational interaction can be treated by the introduction
of the term mazψ in the Schro¨dinger equation - a fact that has been confirmed experimentally in,
e.g., COW-type settings [6]. Given that all of these experiments have been performed with particles
of definite mass,5 the result of this work opens the door for analogous experiments, performed instead
with unstable particles (see [5] for a suggestion in this direction). The possibility to handle in a
consistent way superpositions of states with different masses, might also allow us to explore physical
situations which could shed light into our path towards a theory of quantum gravity. For instance,
it could be useful in the recent proposal to test the Penrose mechanism for collapse in [7], or it may
even allow for novel alternative mechanisms of Penrose’s type to be proposed.
5Neutrons, of course, aren’t stable; however, in these type of experiments the instability can be neglected because
their life time is much longer that they time the spend inside the interferometers.
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